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#PoliceCrimes and #FBICrimes of Lies, Slander, Libel, &
Falsification of Records to facilitate target-assault with
DEW/Neurotech by Black Opsters like USNavy, USMC, Army,
CIA, DIA, NSA is an Act of War against the people, and a
Declaration of War against the people.  
#FirstMoves

So let it never be said that #ThoseTargeted are warring against "Law Enforcement." Let's get

it right: The #BoysinBlue have become Criminals, wearing a Mask of Virtue while going all

out to lie, slander, defame, frame, set up, harass, provoke (esp. by informant-proxy)

#NonCrims.

In such a situation, the correct thing to do for all is #ExposePoliceCrimes. Don't let their

constant bullying, helicopter flyovers, noise assault, DEWS and Neighborhood Watch

bullying and "policing" harassment stop you--I don't & won't. Egoistic bullying needs

exposing & ending.

And what does it mean when it's clear "Law Enforcement"--both FBI and locals--is spending

90% of its time targeting, provoking, and smearing innocents, so it can create the Image of

Crime and get Stasi neighborhood action going against them? It means: LE is looking for a

fight.

"Community Policing" has to be the cleverest euphemism ever invented. Police have used

these programs to continuously destroy communities, families, and lives.

#ExposePoliceCrimes

Lies, slander, defamation destroy lives. It is this intentionality of destruction which LE has

put into action, no doubt at behest of others often--that famed "Illuminati" network of

#TopCrims #FBIInformants--but with full intent to destroy, by Manufacturing Claims &

Profiles.

The entire Black Ops Fiesta depends on Lies and Falsified Records. Those willing to lie for

them include Police, Physicians, Psychologists, Psychiatrists, Journalists--all paid-to-lie and

bound-by-brotherhood-oaths. #MasonicMess of vultures, preying on innocents.

This is the "Status Quo" of abject crime corrupt Governments seek to protect. If you raise

your voice against the Sacred Status Quo, woe on you: you become a Target. Of the very

#BoysInBlue working hard to Manufacture Crime in Secret in their cyclical lies-to-fatten-

budgets style
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• • •

A primary feature of "Law Enforcement" today is manufacturing, arranging, and promoting

very sleazy lies, slander, and defamation. Imagine that. Don't call it a "Police State." Just a

Sleazy Lies and Slander State. Plenty of perks for provocateurs who'll publicly & privately lie.

These are #PoliceCrimes that are intentional and malicious, and which should be so

thoroughly exposed that no-one can say they do not know now what exactly is happening.

Not just the Opsters behind them, but #Police #FBI are to blame, for being the frontline liars

and harassers.

And because Life-Destruction is involved, Name-Destruction, & Health-Destruction with

deadly DEWS/Neurotech (being concealed with #MentalHealthFraud), Police, FBI in every

state should know the #MegaCrimes they're committing will have to be fully exposed.

#NotOneStoneLeftUnturned

@threadreaderapp Pl. unroll, thx.
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